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Let KC(r) = min 1 Kf 1, where the minimum is taken over all e-member 
families X of c-element subsets of a finite set S where IX is the family of (c-l)- 
element subsets of S contained in at least one member of X and where / IX I 
is the number of members in IX’. J. B. Rruskal [5] and G. 0. 13. Katona [4] 
discovered independently an implicit method for calculating K,(e). In this 
note a more explicit method is presented. 
1. THE RESULT 
Let K,(r) =: min / I2 1, where the rn~~in~um is taken over all e-member 
families X sf c-element subsets of a finite set S, where I‘X is the family of 
(c - I )-element subsets of S contained in at least one member of t( and 
where j T’X ) is the nurnber of members of I’X, 
Kruskal discovered iS]i and Katona rediscovered [43 a~1 implicit method, 
hel~~eforth referred to as the Kmethod, for ca~~~~at~~g K,(e). eir method 
is generalized in [If to finite sets having more than one kind of element, e.g., 
a set of k, 1 Ii, -t ~. -t k, billiard balls, ki of color i, i =- 1) 2,. .., n. 
The K method is as follows: in order to calculate KG(e), one f&t writes e 
in the form 
+ The author is indebted to the liniversity of Colorado for supporting this research 
by a faculty fellowship. 
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taking IZ, to be the largest integer such that e > (“,c), then taking IZ,-~ 
to be the largest integer such that e 2 (2) + (zet), etc., until equality is 
attained. Then 
(2) 
The need often arises for calculating K,(e) for fixed c and various e’s. 
For example, let X denote an antichain (or Sperner family or clutter) 
consisting of x subsets of an m-element set S. Let YX be the family of 
subsets of S contained in at least one member of X and let BX = CXEX / x ( 
where j x / is the number of elements of S in x. If c is determined by 
(,3 -c x d (3, then PI 
and 
min BX = J + x(c - 1) 
where the minima are taken over all x-member antichains of subsets of S, 
and J is the smallest of the integers e for which 
m 
( 1 c-1 
- KG(e) + e = x. 
If the K method is used to determine J, then the c-canonical representation 
of each e considered in the determination of J will have to be produced. 
Since, if KG(O) is understood to be 0, 
this can be avoided if we can generate the sequence so, sl , sz ,..., where 
S& = K&k + 1) - K,(k). 
In this note we give a recursive procedure for accomplishing this: 
THEOREM. Let 
and 
C,(O, I) = c - I, 1 <cl,<c 
C,(j + 1, Z) = C,(j, I> C,(j, 1 + 1) *.* &(.A C)? j>O, 1 <I,(c; 
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ihat is, let C,(O, 1) be the sequence consisting of the single term c -’ 1, 
1 <l<c, andfor,j>O, 1 <l<c let C,(j+l,E) be the sequence 
o~tai~ed~y,~~xtaposing the sequences C,(.j, I), C,(,j, I + I),..., C,(j, c). Then 
s o ) sl , sz , . ~. is the sequence 
cC,(O, 1) C,(O, 2) -‘* G@, 6) GUY 1) Cdl, 2) 
* * - C,(l) c) C&2, 1) C&z, 2) . “. C,(2, c) * ~ I. 
For example, if G = 3, (~-3 is the sequence 
3 2 1 0 210 10 -- - Yw_, __c y__ 
C,(OJ) C,@,2) C,(O,3) c,u ,I) q& 2) 
0 220100 100 0 
-h--r.-- -- . . . . 
C,(1,3) C,(W) C&,2) cd2,3) 
Thus if X is an antichain consisting of 16 subsets of a 6-element set, 
then I YX j is at least (3 + (16) + (3 + 15 and BX is at least 15 + 16(2) 
because the smallest integer e for which 15 - K,(e) + e = 16 is 15. 
2. THE PROOF 
~ckb~ff and Wegner [3, pa 1381 have observed: 
LEMMA. If the iast term in the c-canonical ~e~~ese~tatio~ of e > 
then 
s, = i - 1. (3) 
This is easily verified by cQnsideri~g the cases n, > i, Q = i > I and 
n, = i = 1. Also s,, = c. 
Let B,(,j, I), 0 S j. 1 < E < c denote the sequence of numbers sk: where 
k satisfies 
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is the sequence s, , s, , s2 ,... and it only remains to show that 
B,(O, Z) = c - z, 1 <IBe 
and 
(4) 
(5) 
Since for 1 < I < c, B,(O, i) is just sc , and the c-canonical representation 
of I is (3 + (,CI:) + ... 
c - 1. 
+ (:I:,‘;), the lemma shows that B,(O, 1) is indeed 
To prove (5), let k satisfying 
( c+j+ 1 c )+--+(c+;‘;;;+‘)<k 
< “+;+‘)+...+(c+i,‘;-~ i 
be given. With 
(6) 
z=k- 
( 
c/-j+1 
i 
- . . . _ 
( 
cSj+l-ltl 
c c-l+1 ) + 1, (7) 
s, is the zth term on the left side of (5). Since 
c+j+l 
k-i c 
i+...+(‘+~r:II+‘)+(z-l) 
and z - 1 < ~+j,‘_t-“) by (7) and (6), it follows that the c-canonical 
representation of k is 
( 
c+j+l 
C 
)+...+(c+M;;+*) 
+ NC - 2) - canonical representation of (2 - 1)). (8) 
Thus, in accordance with the lemma, sk is determined by the last term in 
the (c - l)-canonical representation of (z - 1). 
Now consider the zth term on the right side of (5). Take r, 1 < r < c, 
such that 
( 
c+j--E 
C-I 1 i 
+ ctj-I-1 
c-z-1 )+...+i"~~T;I')<z 
4 
( c+j--I c+j--r-k1 
c--l 1 ( 
+ c+j-l-l 
C-Z-1 ) i *.- + ( c--r+1 j 
understanding the left-most member of (9) to be 0 when Y = 1. Since 
B,(,j, p) has <“z!;‘) terms, p = I, If I,..,, c, the zth element on the right 
side of (5) is the z&h term in B,(j, u) where 
21=z- 
( 
c+.i-1 _ 
c -- z 1 - *I” - 
cj.J--.)*+ 1 
c-j- 1 1 ( 1 c--r+1 . 
By definition of B0(j9 r), the uth term in &(j, r) is 3, where 
tz 
‘C +I. 
t 1 c 1 
-1. . . . 
-+ i 
c+j-r+l 
c-r+1 1 
+U--1 
-_ (“z-j) + (” c’j.;- ‘) + ... + (” c”.,if lj 
II c+j-1 
( 
(10) 
c-z -*.‘_I 1 ( 
c-t.j-r+ 1 
c---r+1 1 
i-z-1 
= (” -y) + (’ c’i, ’ j + . . . + (” ++;; 1) + (Z -- 1). 
Since z - 1 < (“+;I”,“), it follows from (10) that the c-canonical represen- 
tation of t is (“6j) + **a + (“:!;::I) + ((c - E)-canonical representation 
of (z -- 1)). Thus, in accordance with the lemma, xt is determined by the 
last term in the (c - l)-canonical representation of (z - 1) and is therefore 
the same as s,, . This completes the proof. 
We are indebted to 6. CL Katona for the present formulation and proof of our 
result. They are substantial improvements over the originals. 
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